10th September 2020

Principal’s Message
Dear Parents,

Congratulations

to everyone on participating in very successful, 3 way student/parent/teacher
conferences, this week. There has been so much to celebrate and acknowledge during this difficult time of
Stage 3 and Stage 4 Lockdown. The amazing focus of students on their remote learning tasks and the
commitment and support of parents to their child’s learning. Many thanks also to our talented and
conscientious staff for their adaptability and for facilitating amazing teaching and learning opportunities
for students this term, during Remote Learning 2.0.
YR 6 QUIZ- Are you smarter than a Grade 6’er?
A fabulous evening of fun and entertainment was conducted last night (via Webex) hosted by our 3
sensational Grade 6 teachers, Mr Hartigan, Ms Ung and Mr Tait.
Parents were challenged to outperform the students during the quiz by answering
some challenging questions and solving complex problems to see if they, as a group,
were smarter than the Grade 6’ers.
The students were thrilled with the final outcome of the quiz. They scored 4 winning
rounds of questions, to the parents’ one round of winning questions. It was fabulous to
see so many families enjoying the evening.
A SPECIAL DAY-Father’s Day/Special Carers Day
We hope those who celebrate Father’s Day enjoyed their special day last Sunday and were duly spoiled
with treats and memorable moments.
PLANNING FOR 2021
If you know of anyone who has not yet enrolled their Prep child for 2021 please let them know they must
do so ASAP! Similarly, at the other end, if you are moving out of the area or not returning to PPS in 2021
for any reason, please advise the school. This is best done directly to the office with a phone call or email.
LAST DAY of Term 3
Term 3 will conclude on Friday 18 September at 2.30pm. Children who are onsite will also be dismissed at
2.30pm.
Term 4 commences on Monday 5th October. At this stage, all students will remain on the remote learning
platform for the first week of Term 4.

Stay Safe
Karen Jenkin
Principal
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We know that children have a lot of clever ideas,
that’s why Origin Energy created the LittleBIGIdea
competition. Little Big Idea is a competition to find the
big, innovative ideas that shape the future – from the
little, creative children who’ll be living through it. The
competition calls for children from grades 3 to 8 to
come up with a great idea, big or small.
The top 12 finalists will receive one-on-one mentoring
developed by Engineers Without Borders Australia,
and they’ll each receive $1,000 to help get their idea
off the ground. Our three national winners will each
receive $10,000 towards their education or further
developing their idea. Entry is simple. Students just need to head to the LittleBIGIdea website and describe their
idea in 200 words or less – they can even submit a short video, drawing or diagram to help bring their idea to
life. Entries close Friday, 18 September 2020.
To find out more about Little Big Ideas, please visit: https://www.littlebigidea.com.au/#/
As part of “Spring Into Spring” week the Preps explored self- portraits and flower garlands, connecting with
the rich, natural beauty of the outdoors.
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Never has there been a better time to bring our attention to the positives in our life rather than the
negatives. As part of The Resilience Project students have been learning about gratitude and the benefits
of focusing on the things that they are grateful for. As part of this lesson students were asked to create
a quote that reflected their ideas of gratitude or find an existing quote that resonated with them.
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For our Integrated Studies unit focusing on
biological science, the Year 5 students
pretended to be botanists. They each
invented a plant with various adaptations
that allow it to survive in an extreme
environment.
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The students created their own plant
and wrote the information in a paper
diorama. This is by Rachel 5C.

Art garden
themed activity
by Alissa 5C

Mindfulness
activity by
Anudi 5C

Last week the Preps had a reading challenge to see how many books
we could read on Wushka.
In total the Preps read 1773 books in the week.
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Prep R - Reading is our SUPER power!
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REMOTE LEARNING STAR AWARD
PG Savidu K

For working incredibly hard this term and giving everything your best effort. You have learnt
almost all your letter sounds and have been practising your Wizard Words. Keep it up Savidu!

PK Alvin

For the tremendous effort he has put into all remote learning activities. Alvin enthusiastically
takes part in all WebEx sessions and always displays a positive attitude towards his learning.
Well done Alvin, I’m so proud of you!

PL Steven L

Well done Steven on an awesome writing piece. You included all of the 5Ws + H! You also did a
great job using an apostrophe. Keep up the awesome effort ⭐️

PM Pulasthi D

For being an avid reader and challenging himself to read 100 books in a week! Pulasthi likes to
read with Marshall, his reading buddy and has helped Prep M’s reading count immensely! All
his hard work reading this term has also helped Pulasthi to become more confident with his
writing. Sensational effort Pulasthi!

PP Anica R

For the pride you always take in the presentation of your work. You always use your neatest
writing and take care to colour your work beautifully. Fantastic effort!

PR Anaya P

For writing a detailed and interesting recount about helping her dad cook a BBQ. Anaya made
some great attempts to sound out some tricky words and used punctuation such as full stops
and exclamation marks. She also wrote about how it made her feel and included a title. Well
done Anaya!

1C Lenny H

For always taking on feedback and striving to improve each week. You have a fantastic ‘I Can Do
It!’ attitude and should feel proud of your achievements this term. Champion work, Lenny!

1D Alexis D

For putting in extra effort to complete all the remote learning tasks to a high level and for the
great way you completed your communication activity. Excellent effort Alexis!

1E Mia Z

For the fantastic effort and continual commitment you have shown towards the remote
learning activities each week. Keep up the wonderful work, Mia!

1H Logan K

For producing an excellent writing piece about ‘Space’. Logan’s writing was interesting and
creative. Well done Logan!

1M Annabelle C

Annabelle you have tried so hard during Learning from Home, completing work tasks neatly and
to the best of your ability. Your writing and spelling have improved, and this was demonstrated
in your Space story. Well done Annabelle!

1S Thoshan R

For the outstanding effort you are putting towards all of your remote learning tasks and the
wonderful way you participate in our class meetings. Keep up your fantastic efforts Thoshan!

2A Emily A

For always being positive and enthusiastic during our WebEx sessions and completing all of her
tasks efficiently and in a neat and organised manner. Keep up the great work Emily!

2A Samuel Z

For completing his work to a high standard and always being willing to take on feedback and
challenge himself. Fantastic effort Samuel!

2F Evie N

For demonstrating the school value of responsibility. You have been working so well with your
siblings, to make learning at home a team effort. Keep on persevering!

2F Lucas R

For your amazing science experiment that you WOW’d us with for Fascinating Friday. You spoke
clearly and happily demonstrated the experiment twice to your audience. Incredible effort!

2G Aryan A

Well done Aryan on attending every WebEx meeting on time for the last few weeks! I can see
you are trying to make more of an effort, so keep up the good work!
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REMOTE LEARNING STAR AWARD
2G Wardah F

Congratulations Wardah on being an enthusiastic participant in our WebEx chats and
constantly giving good tips to the class. Your work ethic is something to be proud of!

2H Yajur S

For attending and being a lively member in all our WebEx meetings. Your humour,
creativity and knowledge will always brighten our day! Keep it up, Yajur!

2H Ariel Y

For putting a huge amount of effort into your schoolwork and attending all our WebEx
meetings. I am so proud of your commitment to learning! Well done, Ariel!

2K Kyan S

For keeping fit and for creating an incredible home video showing us all the different
physical activities you are participating in at home. I love the clips with you on your
skateboard!

2K Aarav J

For his enthusiasm to complete his Mathematics tasks. Your jump strategy subtraction
work is amazing. Keep challenging yourself Aarav.

2M Nathan S

For producing a wonderful ‘Bubble’ story which included a sizzling start and wow words.
Excellent effort Nathan!

2M Tia G

For the wonderful effort she has put into the presentation of her work particularly her
narrative writing. Well done Tia!

3B Edward L

Well done on consistently contributing to the class discussion during our Book Club
meetings. You have discussion points prepared and volunteer to respond to other
student’s views. Great job.

3B Maya G

Congratulations on your Spy Fox narrative. You have used punctuation and capital letters
to add meaning to your story. Well done.

3J Ella V

For always putting 110% into set tasks and having such a positive and cheerful attitude in
all our WebEx meetings! We are so lucky to have you in 3J, Ella!

3J Taylah R

For demonstrating such admirable persistence and resilience during this Home Learning
time. Taylah works hard at all tasks and always shows determination to improve her
learning. I'm so proud of you Taylah!

3P Amber K

For fantastic engagement in learning from home. Amber always tries her best with every
task, asks questions, and contributes to discussions regularly on WebEx. Great work
Amber!

3P Niklesh M

Congratulations Niklesh on your fantastic engagement in all aspects of online learning,
particularly our WebEx sessions. You always contribute to discussions and love to share
riddles! Well done!

3T Janiru H

For your consistent and positive attitude to Learning From Home, and the effort you put
into all of your tasks as well as our Book Club sessions.

3T Mandri J

For both the care that goes into your work, as well as the consistency and organisational
skills you have shown in coming to every WebEx session so far.

3V Momin B

For writing a creative story using your neatest handwriting. You put in a great deal of
effort. Keep up the good work Momin!

3V Thomas B

For your well-written, descriptive narrative about your created character. Congratulations
on a great week Thomas!
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REMOTE LEARNING STAR AWARD
4F Adithya R

For consistently producing work to the highest of standards and for asking for feedback on
his learning so that he can strive to do even better. Keep up the amazing effort Adithya.

4G Le Van B

For consistently putting in your best effort every week in everything you do. You are
always polite and respectful in our WebEx meetings. Well done!

4H Dayyan K-M

For working very hard in each subject area and contributing to WebEx discussions with
interest and enthusiasm. Well done Dayyan!

4M Ryan M

For the consistent effort you are putting into your learning online. It is great to see you
uploading your tasks each day and trying your absolute best! Keep it up Ryan!

4P Lindsay F

For putting a great effort into writing your narrative. Your three chapter story was
creative and very entertaining!

5A Anita G

For your fantastic Integrated Studies presentation on ‘Water Lilies’. Your PowerPoint was full
of engaging effects, detailed information and eye capturing images! Great job Anita.

5C Dharshana M For always being on time to our WebEx meetings and politely asking me every morning
how I am. Thanks Dharshana!
5D Chinmaya K

For attending all WebEx sessions over the last few weeks and for proactively asking
questions to improve his understanding. Well done Chinmaya!

5J Emme H

For being a consistent and valued participant in all 5J's WebEx sessions. You have
continued to extend yourself in all learning tasks and you seek support when you need
assistance. Keep up the great work, Emme!

6H Farjad I

For the fantastic job you did in creating our gratitude wall poster. Your enthusiasm to take
on extra roles and your skills on the computer are greatly appreciated.

6T Bowie S

For putting 100% into all of your work. You are always finding creative and innovative ways
to challenge yourself when completing assignments.

6U Logan B

For always being punctual for WebEx meetings and submitting tasks early. Well done for
also responding to feedback on your work. Keep up the excellent work!

MUSIC

Tobias L 3P
For consistently handing in music tasks every week. Well done for your effort and
enthusiasm in music Tobias! Keep up the good work!
Lucas Y 5A
For producing an outstanding "Blue Dog" portrait reflecting excellent drawing, design,
painting and technical skills. Wonderful outcome!
Layla C
For always attending her WebEx and posting each and every week on time. Great effort Layla.
Eliana C PR
For the outstanding French work submitted on time every week. Fantastique Eliana!
Conor B 5C
For his diligence in completing all the French work on time and to the best of his ability.
Bravo, Conor!
Tianna C PG
We loved your work on rocks, floating and lids. Fantastic drawings and writing Tianna.
Keep it going, you seem to be enjoying your Science.
Visvaraj T 6H
Vis's work is outstanding. He loves to share his research on chemicals and geology with us.
A very hard-working, enthusiastic student.

ART

PE
FRENCH P-2
FRENCH 3-6

STEM P-2

STEM 3-6
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